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?What’s that in my room

5th Grade | English

 Please make sure to bring pens, pencils and sticky notes

With: Howie Gordon



?What will we do today

• Who am I?

• Keep your bodies moving – Even when you are at home

• Today we are going to have fun, learn a few new words and 
in English too

• Practice makes perfect



?What do you need to prepare for the class



In a cottage in the wood

A little man by the window stood

Saw a rabbit running by

Knocking at the door

“Help me! Help me! Help!” it said

“Before my mom puts me to bed”

“Come little rabbit come to me

Happy we will be”

In a cottage…
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Something different before we begin

 .In my room I can see a desk, some pens, an egg and a chair

 What is the one thing that I can see in my room that should not be
?there

a) a desk                 b)  an egg                        c) a chair         d) some pens



A fun beginning

What is hanging on the shelf?



?What do we know already

You are in a room. 

Could this be your room?

What can you see in the room?

Is it summer / winter?

How can you tell?
Shutterstock.com



?What do we know already

You are in a room. 

Could this be your room?

What can you see in the room?

Is it summer / winter?

How can you tell? 

No heater, T- Shirt, Sun is shining Shutterstock.com



Now we get down to learning

My room is never messy

My room is mostly clean

My room is very cosy

That’s how it’s always been

I have a new computer

I have a lovely bed

I have a little model yacht

Just above my head



Now we get down to learning

Now that all is changing

I can wait to see my room

Whenever I spot a little dirt

I clean it with the broom

I love my room

I love my house

I love my family

And Tim, my pet mouse Howie Gordon 2020



Words Words Words

in on under in front of

next to between behind ball

table chair carpet blanket

pillow yacht drawer shoes



What or Where?

under

in

next to

in front of between

on

1. The pillow is _________________ the bed.

2. The drawers are _______________the desk.

3. The shoes are _____________ the bed.

4. The yacht is ______________ the cactus

5. The red car is __________ the box and the books.

6. The blue car is ________________ the big box.

7. The ball is _______________ the corner.

behind



Where do I?

under

in

next to

in front of

1. The pillow is _________________ the bed.

2. The drawers are _______________the desk.

3. The shoes are _____________ the bed.

4. The yacht is ______________ the cactus

5. The red car is __________ the box and the books.

6. The blue car is ________________ the big box.

7. The ball is _______________ the corner.

between

on

behind



Board Work



(Insights and solutions (if relevant

Fill in with a / an / some / the

1. There are ___________ shoes on the carpet.

2. There is ______ globe on the shelf.

3. There are ____________ yachts in the picture. One of ______ 
yachts is yellow. 

4. There is _____________ envelope behind the purple box.

5. I can see ________ blue carpet on the floor.

6. I have _________ bed, __________ cars and ______ amazing doll.



(Insights and solutions (if relevant

Fill in with a / an / some / the

1. There are ___________ shoes on the carpet.

2. There is ______ globe on the shelf.

3. There are ____________ yachts in the picture. One of ______ 
yachts is yellow. 

4. There is _____________ envelope behind the purple box.

5. I can see ________ blue carpet on the floor.

6. I have _________ bed, __________ cars and ______ amazing doll.

some

a

some the

an

a

a some an



Conclusion and Summary

Spot the Differences

Shutterstock.com



Conclusion and Summary

Spot the Differences

Shutterstock.com



Let’s chant again and again

My room is never messy

My room is mostly clean

My room is very cosy

That’s how it’s always been

I have a new computer

I have a lovely bed

I have a little model yacht

Just above my head



And again 

Now that all is changing

I can wait to see my room

Whenever I spot a little dirt

I clean it with the broom

I love my room

I love my house

I love my family

And Tim, my pet mouse Howie Gordon 2020



In a cottage in the wood
A little man by the window stood

Saw a rabbit running by
Knocking at the door

“Help me! Help me! Help!” it said
“Before my mom puts me to bed”

“Come little rabbit come to me
Happy we will be”

In a cottage…



Continuing to Practice

.Take your pencils and your sticky notes

Label as many objects as you can

.in your room in English ball
desk

chair

bed

windo
w

When you are done – check your answers 
with Google Translate.

Take a picture of your room with stickers. 
Send to a friend or your teacher.

pillow



מדינת ישראל
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תודה שצפיתם בשידור
הופק עבור משרד החינוך ע״י מטח
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